175092 - Ruling on making a game engine and open source which will be
used to make both permissible and haraam games
the question
I want to work on an open source & free game engine will I get azab-e-jariah if people use it to
create games involving things which are prohibited. Since its licensed under GPL I cannot control
what people want to do with it. If yes then what if the features I code arent directly involved with
creation of these (prohibited) things like image compostior, water refraction scripts etc. instead of
modelling and animation tools.
Detailed answer

Praise be to Allah.
If this engine and open source will mostly be used to make permissible games, then it is
permissible to make it.
If it will mostly be used for haraam things, it is not permissible.
This general principle applies to manufacturing and producing anything that may be used for
either halaal or haraam purposes, when it is not known what each user will use it for. Attention
should be paid to the way in which it is mostly used by people, because when it is not possible to
know about each user, it is suﬃcient to know what is usually the case. If what is usually the case is
that it is used for haraam purposes, it is not permissible to help with it, because of the prohibition
on helping others in sin and transgression.
It says in Fataawa al-Lajnah ad-Daa’imah (13/109): Everything that will be used in a haraam
manner or it is thought most likely that it will be used in that manner, it is haraam to manufacture
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it or import it or sell it or distribute it among the Muslims. End quote.
For more information please see question no. 2898, 98769 and 71170
And Allah knows best.
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